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Multiphoton above-threshold detachment of LiÀ: Exterior-complex-scaling–
generalized-pseudospectral method for calculations of complex-quasienergy resonances in Floqu

formulation of time-dependent density-functional theory

Dmitry A. Telnov* and Shih-I Chu
Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045

and Kansas Center for Advanced Scientific Computing, Lawrence, Kansas 66045
~Received 22 February 2002; published 25 October 2002!

We extend the exterior-complex-scaling–generalized-pseudospectral~ECSGPS! method@D. A. Telnov and
S. I. Chu, Phys. Rev. A59, 2864 ~1999!# to the nonperturbative calculations of complex-quasienergy reso-
nances of many-electron quantum systems within the Floquet formulation of time-dependent density-functional
theory ~TDDFT! @D. A. Telnov and S. I. Chu, Chem. Phys. Lett.264, 466 ~1997!#. The ECSGPS technique
appears very useful in TDDFT-Floquet calculations where the exchange-correlation potentials may exhibit
quite complicated behavior as functions of the electron coordinates and cannot be easily treated by means of
the uniform-complex-scaling techniques. We have applied this procedure to the study of one-photon detach-
ment and two-photon dominant above-threshold detachment of Li2 negative ions. In the one-photon case, the
photodetachment cross section has been calculated as a function of the photon energy with results in good
agreement with the experimental data. In the two-photon case, both the partial detachment rates and electron
angular distributions for the dominant and above-threshold channels are presented for a range of laser field
frequencies and intensities. Dramatic transformations of the angular distributions in the vicinity of the two-
photon threshold are observed and analyzed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Density-functional theory~DFT! for stationary properties
of many-electron systems, based on the earlier fundame
works of Hohenberg and Kohn@1# and Kohn and Sham@2#,
is now a well established and is a practical tool in vario
branches of chemistry and physics@3#. It is a formalism of
many-body theory in terms of the electron densityr(r). DFT
proves to be accurate and computationally much less ex
sive than theab initio wave-functional methods and this a
counts for its great success in the time-independent elect
structure calculations of the ground states of many-elec
systems.

To study the more interesting dynamical processes,
needs the time-dependent DFT~TDDFT! @4–7#. The central
theme of TDDFT is a set of time-dependent Kohn-Sh
~TDKS!-like equations that are structurally similar to th
time-dependent Hartree-Fock equations but include, in p
ciple, exactly all many-body effects, through a local tim
dependent exchange-correlation~xc! potential. Most of the
applications of TDDFT before mid-1990s fall in the regim
of linear or nonlinear response in weak fields for which t
perturbation theory is applicable@4–10#. More recently, the
TDDFT has been generalized to the intense field regime
the study of multiphoton processes of atomic@11–14# and
molecular @15,16# systems. One of the major efforts is
develop procedures for removing the self-interaction ene
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contained in the explicit xc energy functionals in the tim
domain @11–16#. Another major effort is to develop mor
efficient and accurate numerical procedures such as the t
dependent generalized-pseudospectral methods@12,14–16#
for the solution of self-interaction-free TDDFT equations.

Recently, an alternative nonperturbative and tim
independent formulation of the TDDFT and time-depend
current DFT@17#, based on the extension of the generaliz
Floquet formalism @18#, was developed, allowing exac
transformation of the TDKS-like equations into an equiv
lent time-independent non-Hermitian Floquet matrix eige
value problem@19–22#. Such a TDDFT-Floquet formalism
provides a general time-independent approach for nonpe
bative treatment of multiphoton processes of many-elect
quantum systems in periodic, quasiperiodic, or multico
laser fields.

The motivations of this paper are twofold. First, we app
the TDDFT-Floquet formalism introduced in our previou
studies@19–22# to multiphoton and above-threshold detac
ment of Li2 negative ion. Second, we extend our rece
exterior-complex-scaling–generalized-pseudospectral te
nique ~ECSGPS! @23# to TDDFT-Floquet formulation. The
ECSGPS method allows for accurate and efficient treatm
of resonance states such as complex-quasienergy reson
associated with multiphoton above-threshold detachmen
Li2. The ECSGPS technique not only provides a simplifi
procedure for the calculation of partial rates and elect
angular distributions@23#, as compared with the uniform
complex-scaling methods, but also allows treatment of co
plicated potentials with singularities in the complex coor
nate plane, which may cause problems when used in
uniform-complex-scaling procedures. The latter circu

ate
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stance is especially important for DFT and TDDFT applic
tions where the modern exchange-correlation potentials h
quite sophisticated expressions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we outli
the basic equations of the Floquet formulation of TDDF
Section III briefly describes the ECSGPS technique. In S
IV, we apply Floquet formulation of TDDFT and ECSGP
procedure to the study of multiphoton above-threshold
tachment of Li2.

II. NON-HERMITIAN FLOQUET FORMULATION OF
TIME-DEPENDENT DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY

Recently, we developed the Floquet formulation of tim
dependent density-functional and current density-functio
theories@19–22#. The TDDFT-Floquet theory can be applie
to the nonperturbative study of multiphoton processes
many-electron atoms and molecules in intense periodic
quasiperiodic~multicolor! time-dependent fields, allowing
the reduction of time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations
equivalenttime-independentFloquet matrix eigenvalue prob
lems.

Consider the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
~atomic units are used throughout the paper!

i
]

]t
C~R,t !5Ĥ~ t !C~R,t !. ~1!

HereC(R,t) is a wave function of amany-electronsystem
~notation R stands for all coordinates of the system und
consideration!. We assume the HamiltonianĤ(t) is periodic
in time:

Ĥ~ t1T!5Ĥ~ t ! ~2!

(T is the period; one can introduce also the fundame
frequencyv defined asv52p/T). The Floquet theorem
~see Refs.@18,24,25#! allows one to search for a solution o
Eq. ~1! in the following form:

C~R,t !5exp~2 i«t !F~R,t !, ~3!

where« is thequasienergyandF(R,t) is a periodic function
of time, F(R,t)5F(R,t1T). Equation~1! can be recast in
the form of the quasienergy eigenvalue equation@18,24,25#:

ĤF~R,t !5«F~R,t !, ~4!

Ĥ5Ĥ~ t !2 i
]

]t
. ~5!

Consider theextendedHilbert spaceS containing all square-
integrable time-periodic functionsF(R,t) @18,25#. The inner
product in this space is defined as

^̂ FuJ&&5
1

TE0

T

dt^FuJ&. ~6!
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The operatorĤ defined in Eq.~5! is a self-adjoint operator in
the Hilbert spaceS. Its eigenstates that are the solutions
Eq. ~4! constitute a complete set inS. Note that the follow-
ing transformation:

«85«1mv, ~7!

F8~R,t !5exp~ imvt !F~R,t !, ~8!

wherem is an arbitrary integer number, converts any eige
state in Eq.~4! into another eigenstate. Thus for any Floqu
stateF(R,t) there is an infinite set of other Floquet state
and the quasienergies for those states differ by an inte
number ofv.

In the Floquet formulation of TDDFT, the main role i
played by thequasienergy functional~compare with theac-
tion functional in the general time-dependent formulatio
@7#!:

F@F#5^^FuĤuF&&. ~9!

The variation of the functional~9! under the normalization
condition

^̂ FuF&&51 ~10!

leads to the Eq.~4! for the time-periodic multielectron wave
function F(r,t). The solution brings the stationary valu
~equal to the quasienergy«) to the functional~9!.

For the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation~1!, one
normally has an initial-state problem: once the initial state
specified att5t0, then the solution of the time-depende
Schrödinger equation is unique and the wave function can
constructed at any timet. It is well known that the action
functional in TDDFT@7# is a unique functional of the densit
provided theinitial state is fixed. For the Floquet states
however, one does not have an initial-state problem. Inste
one has aneigenvalueproblem in the extended Hilbert spac
S. That means, instead of specifying the initial state, o
imposes theboundaryconditions on the solution of the equa
tion, so there is no concept of the initial state for the eige
value problem. Accordingly, there is no concept of the init
state in the Floquet formulation of TDDFT. The Floqu
states are theeigenstatesof the Hermitian operatorĤ in the
extended Hilbert spaceS. In this respect, Floquet formula
tion of TDDFT resembles the time-independent DFT. T
quasienergy functional in the Floquet formulation of TDDF
depends on the particular Floquet state, like it holds in
time-independent DFT: the traditional time-independent D
based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is applicable to
ground states only. However, unlike the time-independe
atomic and molecular Hamiltonians, the Floquet Hamilton
does not possess a ground state: for any quasienergy« there
is also an infinite set of quasienergies«1mv, m being an
arbitrary integer number@Eqs.~7! and~8!#. Nevertheless, the
time-independent DFT can be reformulated in the way t
all the eigenstates~not just the ground state! are treated on
the same footing@26#. That provides a rigorous basis fo
treatment of the excited states by density-functional me
ods. The dependence on the particular eigenstate still
7-2
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mains in the theory@26# since the density functionals ar
different for different eigenstates. We apply the Floquet f
mulation of TDDFT to the Floquet states that originate fro
the field-freeground states of atomic~molecular! systems
upon adiabatic switch on the external time-periodic fie
With this choice of the state, the quasienergy functional~9!
becomes a unique functional of the electron density~spin
densities in the spin-polarized case!.

Consider the corresponding Kohn-Sham system of no
teracting particles with the same electron spin densities
the spin densities are periodic in time, the quasienergy s
tions of the corresponding time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tions may be sought, and one can introduce the time-peri
Kohn-Sham spin orbitalsfk

s(r,t) ~the superscripts stands
for the spin projection, it can take valuesa and b for the
spin-up and spin-down, respectively; the subscriptk enumer-
ates the orbitals with the same spin!. Denotingrs as the spin
density corresponding to the spins, andr is the total den-
sity:

rs~r,t !5(
k

ufk
s~r,t !u2, ~11!

r~r,t !5(
s

rs~r,t !, ~12!

one can rewrite the quasienergy functional~9! in the follow-
ing form @22#:

F@ra,rb#5
1

TE0

T

dt @Ts~ t !1J~ t !1U~ t !

1Vext~ t !1Ds~ t !1Exc~ t !#. ~13!

The time-dependent quantities under the integral~13! are
defined as follows:

Ts~ t !5(
k,s

K fk
s~r,t ! U 2

1

2
¹2 U fk

s~r,t ! L , ~14!

J~ t !5
1

2E d3r E d3r 8
r~r,t !r~r8,t !

ur2r8u
, ~15!

U~ t !5E d3rr~r,t !u~r!, ~16!

Vext~ t !5E d3rr~r,t !vext~r,t !, ~17!

Ds~ t !5(
k,s

K fk
s~r,t ! U 2 i

]

]t U fk
s~r,t ! L . ~18!

HereTs(t) is a noninteracting kinetic energy,J(t) is a clas-
sical electron-electron repulsion~Hartree! energy,U(t) is an
expectation value of a single-particle potential~interaction
with the nucleus!, Vext(t) is an expectation value of the ex
ternal field, andExc(t) is the exchange-correlation energ
The latter is an unknown functional of the time-depend
04341
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spin densities. The simplest approximation for this functio
is the adiabatic local-density approximation~ALDA ! @4#,
straightforward extension of steady-state LDA to the tim
dependent domain, preserving locality in both coordin
space and time.

The quasienergy Kohn-Sham equations for the tim
periodic spin orbitalsfk

s are obtained from the stationar
principle for the quasienergy functional~13!:

F2
1

2
¹21u~r!1vH~r,t !1vxc~r,t !

1vext~r,t !2 i
]

]t Gfk
s5ek

sfk
s . ~19!

Here vH(r,t) is the Hartree potential,vxc(r,t) is the
exchange-correlation potential,vext(r,t) is the external field
potential, andek

s is the orbital quasienergy. The normaliz
tion condition

^fk
s u fk

s &51 ~20!

is assumed. The solution of the set of TDKS equations~19!
can be greatly facilitated by recasting it into atime-
independentmatrix equation by means of the Fourier expa
sion of the periodic functionsfk

s(r,t) @19#:

ĤF
s~r!fW k

s5ek
sfW k

s , ~21!

wherefW k
s is the vector consisting of the Fourier componen

fkm
s (r) of the functionfk

s(r,t),

fk
s~r,t !5 (

m52`

`

exp~2 imvt !fkm
s ~r!, ~22!

and ĤF
s is the Floquet Hamiltonian matrix obtained upo

substitution of the expansion~22! into the TDKS~19! @19#.
The Floquet Hamiltonian matrix eigenvalue problem~21! is
to be solved through the self-consistent procedure until c
vergence is reached.

In the presence of intense external electromagnetic fie
atoms ~molecules! can be ionized~dissociated! by the ab-
sorption of multiple photons, and all the bound states
come shifted and broadenedresonance states possessi
complex quasienergies«5« r2 iG/2. The real parts of the
complex quasienergies« r provide the ac Stark shifted energ
levels, whileG are equal to the total ionization~dissociation!
rates of the corresponding atomic~molecular! states. To de-
termine these complex quasienergy states, the previously
veloped non-Hermitian Floquet Hamiltonian formalism
@18,27#, which employ the use of the complex-scaling tran
formation methods@28#, can be extended to TDDFT@19–
22#. The use of the complex-scaling transformationsr
→R(r ), allows the analytical continuation of the Hermitia
Floquet HamiltonianĤF

s(r ) @Eq. ~21!#, into anon-Hermitian

Floquet HamiltonianĤF
s
„R(r )…, reducing the problem of the

determination of the complex-quasienergy eigenvaluesek
s

and eigenvectorsfW k
s to the solution of a non-Hermitian ei
7-3
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genvalue problem. The complex-scaling transformationR(r )
can be a uniform complex scaling,r→r exp(ia), wherea is
a complex-rotation angle; or an exterior complex scaling~see
Sec. III!. Note that in the spherical coordinates, the compl
scaling transformation is applied only to the radial coor
nater.

The total quasienergy« can be expressed through the o
bital quasienergies, Hartree and exchange-correlation e
gies, as well as through the expectation values of
exchange-correlation potentials@19–22#:

«5(
k,s

ek
s1

1

TE0

T

dtFExc~ t !2J~ t !

2(
s

E d3rvxc
s ~r,t !rs~r,t !G . ~23!

The analytical continuation in the complex plane of the
dial coordinater corresponding to the complex-scaling tran
formation preserves that the spin densities remain real q
tities for the real values ofr @20#. That is why all the
contributions to the right-hand side of Eq.~23! are real, ex-
cept the eigenvaluesek

s . Thus thetotal ionization rate can be
expressed as a sum ofspin-orbital ionization rates@20#:

G5(
k,s

Gk
s , ~24!

where the spin-orbital ratesGk
s are related to the imaginar

parts of the orbital quasienergies as usual,

Gk
s522 Imek

s . ~25!

In the present TDDFT calculations, we make use of
~spin-polarized! Becke exchange@29# and Lee-Yang-Parr
correlation @30# functionals ~BLYP exchange correlation!.
For the self-interaction correction, we extend the Krieger-
Iafrate ~KLI ! procedure@31,32# with the implementation of
an explicit self-interaction-correction term@33#. The combi-
nation of BLYP exchange-correlation and KLI sel
interaction correction~BLYP-KLI/SIC! has proved its accu
racy in extensive atomic structure calculations@33,34#. For
TDDFT, as a conventional choice, we adopt the adiab
approximation that employs the same exchange-correla
functionals as in the time-independent theory, but calcula
them with the time-dependent spin densities.

When applying a complex-scaling transformation, a de
cate task is to perform the analytical continuation of t
exchange-correlation potential which depends on the s
densitiesrs, to the complex plane. Usually this potenti
exhibits very complicated functional form that may or m
not allow to obtain accurate results with the uniform
complex-scaling technique. The exterior-complex-scal
procedure~Sec. III! allows the overcome of these difficultie
04341
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III. EXTERIOR-COMPLEX-SCALING –
GENERALIZED-PSEUDOSPECTRAL METHOD

FOR ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR RESONANCES

The exterior-complex-scaling~ECS! transformation was
first proposed by Simon@35# for the treatment of molecula
resonances in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. It
been subsequently extended to the study of atomic and
lecular resonances, particularly, for potentials which beh
nonanalytically ~or defined only numerically or piecewis
analytically! in the interior region of the coordinates. Th
principal idea of ECS is to perform the analytical continu
tion ~complex scaling! of the coordinates beyond some di
tanceRb only. Thus for the one-particle system, the conto
R(r ) in the complex plane of the coordinate can be defin
as follows:

R~r !5r , 0<r<Rb ,

R~r !5Rb1~r 2Rb!exp~ ia!, r .Rb . ~26!

Here r is assumed to be real valued whileR(r ) becomes
complex valued beyond the radiusRb . For many-body sys-
tems, the same transformation is performed for each inter
ticle coordinate. A number of applications of the exterio
complex-scaling procedure has been developed in the ti
independent calculations of atomic and molecular resonan
@36–40#, cross sections in electron-atom collisions@41#, as
well as in time-dependent calculations@42#.

In our recent paper@23#, we introduced an implementa
tion of the exterior-scaling method by means of t
generalized-pseudospectral~GPS! technique@43–45#, pro-
viding a simple yet highly accurate and efficient procedu
The uniform complex scaling within this GPS method wa
successfully applied for atomic and molecular resonance
culations~see, e.g., Refs.@43,44,46–49#!. According to this
CSGPS approach, the complex-rotated coordinate is
cretized on a set of collocation grid points, the potential m
trix elements being diagonal and equal to the values of
potential at the grid points. The kinetic-energy matrix e
ments have simple explicit analytical expressions. As d
cussed elsewhere@43,45#, this uniform CSGPS procedure i
found to be highly accurate and computationally more e
cient than the traditional basis-set expansion method. For
exterior scaling, the whole range of the coordinate is sp
into two domains, the pseudospectral discretization be
performed separately in each domain. The complex scalin
applied in the exterior domain only. The boundary conditio
at the boundary pointRb can be incorporated in the dis
cretized Hamiltonian, modifying the matrix elements. T
new matrix elements also have simple explicit expressio
and the calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix in th
generalized-pseudospectral method with the exterior c
plex scaling is as simple as with the uniform complex sc
ing. The ECSGPS method for atomic and molecular re
nances has proven its accuracy and efficiency in treatmen
multiphoton quasienergy resonances@23# ~within the non-
Hermitian Floquet Hamiltonian formalism@18,27#!. The de-
tails of the method have been presented elsewhere@23#. In
7-4
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this section, we review the basic equations that are requ
for the computational algorithm.

The complex-scaling–generalized-pseudospectral~CS-
GPS! method for discretization and solution of eigenval
problems@43,45# employs orthogonal polynomials~such as
Legendre or Chebychev polynomials! and allows fornonuni-
form grid spacing. For problems involving singularity and/
long-range potentials~such as the Coulomb potential!, the
CSGPS method with appropriate coordinate mapping@43,45#
is a natural and effective approach. Applying the comp
scaling allows for successful treatment of bound as wel
resonance states.

The exterior complex scaling assumes that only the e
rior part of the radial coordinate semiaxis is complex rotat
That means the total semiaxis@0,̀ # is divided in two do-
mains @0,Rb# and @Rb ,`# with the pseudospectral discret
zation applied separately in each domain. In our discret
tion, we employ the Legendre polynomials that a
orthogonal on the interval@21,1#. The appropriate transfor
mations are used to map the domains on the radial coordi
semiaxis to this interval.

For the exterior domain, one can use the following no
linear mapping transformationr ex(x) @23#:

r ex5Rb1Rex

11x

12x
exp~ ia!, ~27!

a being the complex-rotation angle. Unlike our previous p
per @23#, in the interior domain we also will apply the non
linear mapr in(x),

r in5Rin

11x

12x12Rin /Rb
. ~28!

Using the nonlinear map~28! in the interior domain can
provide a better description of the Coulomb singularity a
long-range tail for inner-shell orbitals of a multielectro
atom. The boundary pointRb , as well asRin , Rex , anda
are the parameters of the transformations. For mathem
cally exact implementation of the ECS and mapping tra
formations, the resulting eigenvalues do not sensitively
pend on these parameters and remain stationary for a r
of the complex-rotation anglea. For any approximate~nu-
merical! method, such dependence may appear. Howe
ECSGPS method is highly accurate, and no dependenc
the parameters has been detected in the vicinity of the va
used in the calculations~see below in Sec. IV!.

Let $xj
in%, j 50, . . . ,Nin and $xj

ex%, j 50, . . . ,Nex be the
sets of the grid points in the interior and exterior domai
respectively. The subscriptj values 0 andNin , Nex corre-
spond to the end points of the interval@21,1#:

x0
in5x0

ex521,

xNin

in 5xNex

ex 51. ~29!

Now consider the eigenvalue problem for the radial Sch¨-
dinger equation defined on the semi-infinite axis@0,̀ # with
the Dirichlet boundary conditions:
04341
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Ĥ~r !c~r !5Ec~r !, c~0!5c~`!50, ~30!

where

Ĥ~r !52
1

2

d2

dr2
1V~r !. ~31!

One can define the coefficientsAj
in and Aj

ex related to the
wave-function values at the grid points in the interior a
exterior domains, respectively@23#,

Aj
in5Fdrin

dx
~xj

in!G1/2

c„r in~xj
in!…@PNin

~xj
in!#21,

Aj
ex5Fdrex

dx
~xj

ex!G1/2

c„r ex~xj
ex!…@PNex

~xj
ex!#21, ~32!

PN(x) being the Legendre polynomials. Then the eigenva
problem for the wave functionc(r ) is reduced to the matrix
eigenvalue problem for the coefficientsAj

in andAj
ex :

(
j 51

Nin21 FH j 8 j
in

2
1

n
H j 8,Nin

in DNin , j
in GAj

in

1~21!Nex
m

n
H j 8,Nin

in (
j 51

Nex21

D0,j
exAj

ex

5EAj 8
in , j 851, . . . ,Nin21,

(
j 51

Nex21 FH j 8 j
ex

1
1

n
H j 8,0

ex D0,j
exGAj

ex

2~21!Nex
1

mn
H j 8,0

ex (
j 51

Nin21

DNin , j
in Aj

in

5EAj 8
ex , j 851, . . . ,Nex21. ~33!

Here the constantsm andn are defined as follows:

m5Fdrin

dx
~1!G1/2Fdrex

dx
~21!G21/2

,

n5
1

4 H Nin~Nin11!Fdrin

dx
~1!G21

1Nex~Nex11!Fdrex

dx
~21!G21J , ~34!

andH j 8 j
in andH j 8 j

ex are the matrix elements of the Hamiltonia
as defined by the GPS method@43,45#:

H j 8 j
in

5Tj 8 j
in

1d j 8 jV„r in~xj
in!…,

H j 8 j
ex

5Tj 8 j
ex

1d j 8 jV„r ex~xj
ex!…. ~35!
7-5
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The kinetic-energy matrix elementsTj 8 j
in , Tj 8 j

ex and the first
derivative matrix elementsD j 8 j

in , D j 8 j
ex are calculated as fol

lows:

Tj 8 j
in

5Fdrin

dx
~xj 8

in
!G21/2

dj 8 j
(2),inFdrin

dx
~xj

in!G21/2

,

Tj 8 j
ex

5Fdrex

dx
~xj 8

ex
!G21/2

dj 8 j
(2),exFdrex

dx
~xj

ex!G21/2

, ~36!

D j 8 j
in

5Fdrin

dx
~xj 8

in
!G21/2

dj 8 j
(1),inFdrin

dx
~xj

in!G21/2

,

D j 8 j
ex

5Fdrex

dx
~xj 8

ex
!G21/2

dj 8 j
(1),exFdrex

dx
~xj

ex!G21/2

. ~37!

Finally, the fundamental matrix elementsdj 8 j
(1),in , dj 8 j

(1),ex and
dj 8 j

(2),ex , dj 8 j
(2),ex depend on the pseudospectral grid point s

$xj
in% and$xj

ex% only, and have the following expressions f
the subscript range appearing in Eq.~33!:

dj 8 j
(1),in

5
1

xj 8
in

2xj
in

~ j 8Þ j !, dj j
(1),in50,

dj 8 j
(1),ex

5
1

xj 8
ex

2xj
ex

~ j 8Þ j !, dj j
(1),ex50, ~38!

dj 8 j
(2),in

52
2

~xj 8
in

2xj
in!2

~ j 8Þ j !,

dj j
(2),in52

N~N11!

3~12@xj
in#2!

,

dj 8 j
(2),ex

52
2

~xj 8
ex

2xj
ex!2

~ j 8Þ j !,

dj j
(2),ex52

N~N11!

3~12@xj
ex#2!

. ~39!

Note that the coefficientsANin

in andA0
ex , corresponding to

the boundary pointRb , do not appear in the matrix eigen
value problem~33!. The boundary conditions at the pointRb
are incorporated into the Hamiltonian matrix modifying
matrix elements in the interior and exterior domains as w
as adding coupling matrix elements between the two
mains. The total matrix of the eigenvalue problem~33! has
the dimensions (Nin1Nex22) by (Nin1Nex22). The di-
agonalization of this matrix yields the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors$Aj

in% and$Aj
ex% inside the interior and exterio

domains. Then the coefficientsANin

in andA0
ex , corresponding

to the boundary pointRb ~and the wave function at th
boundary pointRb), can be calculated through the other c
efficientsAj

in andAj
ex :
04341
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ANin

in 52
1

n F (
j 51

Nin21

DNin , j
in Aj

in1~21!Nex21m (
j 51

Nex21

D0,j
exAj

exG ,

~40!

A0
ex5

1

n F (
j 51

Nex21

D0,j
exAj

ex1~21!Nex21
1

m (
j 51

Nin21

DNin , j
in Aj

inG .

~41!

The application of ECSGPS method to calculation
atomic or molecular resonances in TDDFT is similar to th
of the uniform-CSGPS method@43,46,47# in our previous
work @19–21#, except the radial distancer is partitioned into
the interior and exterior regions@Eq. ~26!#. The optimal dis-
tanceRb to partition the two regions can be chosen in suc
way that the most complicated but short-range interact
~such as exchange-correlation potential! is included in the
interior region, while the exterior region includes only th
long-range part of the interaction~such as Coulomb and cen
trifugal potentials!. For sufficiently largeRb , the calculation
of the partial rates and angular distributions can be basic
accomplished within the interior region@23#, resulting in a
significant simplification of the overall procedure.

IV. CALCULATIONS OF PARTIAL RATES
AND ELECTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR MULTIPHOTON ABOVE-THRESHOLD

DETACHMENT OF Li À

In this section, we apply the ECSGPS method to the s
consistent solution of the non-Hermitian Floquet Ham
tonian associated with multiphoton detachment of Li2 in
monochromatic linearly polarized laser field.

With no external field, the electron affinity of Li as calcu
lated by DFT with BLYP exchange correlation and KLI se
interaction correction is 0.022 94 a.u. which is in good agr
ment with the experimental value of 0.022 71 a.u.~see Ref.
@50# and references therein!. To determine the electron affin
ity, we used the energy of the highest occupied spin orb
In the exact Kohn-Sham theory, the energy of the highe
occupied spin orbital is equal to the negative ionization p
tential ~electron affinity! of the system~ionization theorem
@51#!. In the optimized effective potential method@52–54#
and its simplified version—KLI procedure@31,32#—the ion-
ization theorem@51# is approximately satisfied with a goo
accuracy whenExc includes self-interaction correction
@33,55#, and it is the case for the BLYP-KLI/SIC functiona
Note that an accurate description of the highest occup
spin orbital is extremely important in the ionization or d
tachment problems.

The procedure for the calculation of electron energy a
angular distributions within the Floquet formalism has be
described elsewhere@47#. Here we outline the basic formula
for the description of multiphoton detachment of Li2. The
expression for the electron angular distributions after abso
tion of n linearly polarized photons can be written as@47#

dGn

dV
5~2p!22knuAnu2. ~42!
7-6
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Here,

kn5A2~Re«2~2v!22F21nv! ~43!

is the electron drift momentum, and then-photon detachmen
amplitudeAn is defined as follows@47,56#:

An5~2p!21E
2p

p

dt exp@ int2 i ~2v!23F2sin~2t!

1 ikn~ r̂•F!v22cost#E d3r 8exp@2 ikn~ r̂•r8!

1 i ~r8•F!v21sint#W~r8,t/v! f~r8,t/v!, ~44!

F andv being the laser field strength and frequency, resp
tively. Equation ~44! is an exact result of the Green’s-
function approach to the solution of the one-electron tim
dependent Schro¨dinger equation with the external field bein
monochromatic and described in the dipole approximati
The form of the amplitude~44! assumes that thelength
gauge is used to solve for theexactwave functionf(r,t). In
the present consideration, we apply this single-elect
theory to the highest occupied (2s) spin orbital of Li2 which
is responsible for the detachment process in the laser
quency and intensity range under consideration. Thus
time-dependent potentialW(r,t) in Eq. ~44! is a self-
consistent potential including the interaction with t
nucleus, the Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials

W~r,t !5u~r!1vH~r,t !1vxc~r,t !, ~45!

andf(r,t) is the wave function of the highest occupied (2s)
spin orbital of Li2. The expression~44! is suitable for prac-
tical computations since the integration over the angles in
spatial integral can be performed analytically, and the in
gral over thet variable can be computed effectively usin
the fast-Fourier-transform routines. The quantitydGn /dV
represents the number of electrons per unit time detac
with absorption ofn photons and emitted within the un
solid angle under direction of the unit vectorr̂. The integra-
tion of the angular distributions~42! with respect to the
angles specifying the directionr̂ gives the partial ratesGn :

Gn5E dV
dGn

dV
. ~46!

The sum of all partial rates withn>nmin , wherenmin is the
minimum number of photons required for detachment,
equal to the total rateG:

G5 (
n5nmin

`

Gn . ~47!

One can expanddGn /dV as a function of the angleu
between the detectionr̂ and fieldF directions on the basis o
the Legendre polynomials. Due to parity restrictions, o
even Legendre polynomials are present in the expansion
04341
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dGn

dV
5

Gn

4p S 11(
l 51

`

b2l P2l~cosu!D . ~48!

The coefficientsb2l are the anisotropy parameters since th
determine the deviation of the electron angular distribut
from the isotropic one. When analyzing the behavior of t
coefficientsb2l for weak and medium-strong external field
a comparison with the results of the lowest-order pertur
tion theory~LOPT! is valuable. For the one-photon detac
ment, the prediction of the perturbation theory isb252,
b2l50 (l .1). The situation is more complicated if th
number of absorbed photonsn52. According to LOPT, the
emitted electrons in this case may possess the angular
mentum 0 or 2. For the emitted electron in the pured state,
one hasb2510/7, b4518/7, andb2l50 (l .2); whereas
for the pures state the distribution is isotropic, allb2l50. In
reality, however,s andd waves are mixed in the wave func
tion of the emitted electron. According to LOPT, the depe
dence of the detachment amplitude on the detection angu

between the vectorsF and r̂ reduces to a linear combinatio
of s- andd-partial waves,

d A1

2
P0~cosu!1A5

2
P2~cosu!. ~49!

The factorsA1/2 andA5/2 are added as normalization coe
ficients for the Legendre polynomials. The mixing coefficie
d is a complex number; in general, it depends not only on
angular algebra, but also on the radial wave functions. Sq
ing the absolute value of the amplitude written above a
expanding it over the even-order Legendre polynomials,
obtains for the coefficientsb2 andb4,

b25
10114A5 Red

7~11udu2!
,

b45
18

7~11udu2!
, ~50!

other coefficients being zero within LOPT. Given the mixin
coefficientd, one can calculate the anisotropy parametersb2
andb4. For example, if one putsd50 ~pured wave in the
final state!, the results 10/7 and 18/7 mentioned above
obtained. On the other hand, if we take theb2 andb4 coef-
ficients from our calculations, we can find the real part a
the absolute value of the mixing coefficientd:

Red5
9b2 /b425

7A5
,

udu5A 18

7b4
21. ~51!

The imaginary part Imd of the mixing coefficient can be
calculated as

Im d56Audu22~Red!2. ~52!
7-7
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The sign of Imd cannot be determined from this analys
since the angular distributions do not depend on this s
The coefficientd calculated in this way is intensity depen
dent. In the limit of the weak external field, this result shou
converge to the intensity-independent value that can be
termined within LOPT.

A similar analysis can be performed for the case of thr
photon detachment. According to LOPT, the detached e
tron can be either inp or in f state, with the detachmen
amplitude depending on the angleu as

d A3

2
P1~cosu!1A7

2
P3~cosu!. ~53!

The expression of the anisotropy parametersb2l through the
mixing coefficientd now appears as follows:

b2521
18A3/7 Red22

3~11udu2!
,

b45
264 Red118

11~11udu2!
,

b65
100

33~11udu2!
, ~54!

other coefficientsb2l being zero within LOPT. For the emit
ted electron in the purep state, one hasb252, b45b6
50; whereas in the puref state the values of the anisotrop
parameters are as follows:b254/3, b4518/11, andb6
5100/33. Using any two of the Eqs.~54!, one can invert
them and obtain expressions of the mixing parameted
through the coefficientsb2l . For example, the following re
lations hold:

Red5A21F 25b4

198b6
2

3

44G ,
udu5A 100

33b6
21. ~55!

Again, the imaginary part Imd of the mixing coefficient can
be calculated according to Eq.~52!, and its sign cannot be
determined from the angular distributions. The intensi
dependent mixing parameterd calculated by Eq.~55! in the
weak-field limit should converge to the intensity-independ
value provided by LOPT. The remaining third equation
the set~54! can be used to check if the LOPT picture, a
sumed by Eq.~53!, is really applicable, and to check th
consistency of the calculations in this sense. Certainly,
intense external fields the mixing coefficientd can be used
only for approximate analysis of the angular distribution
the accurate analysis being provided by the anisotropy
rametersb2l .

We have performed the calculations of the total and p
tial ~above-threshold! multiphoton detachment rates as we
as the angular distributions of the emitted electrons. In pr
04341
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tical computations, the parameters of the ECSGPS proce
were chosen as follows to achieve convergence:

Rb540 a.u.,

Rin55 a.u.,

Rex5100 a.u.,

a50.6 rad. ~56!

Up to 100 radial grid points were used in each interior a
exterior domain. The selected eigenvalue and eigenvecto
the non-Hermitian Floquet Hamiltonian matrix can be o
tained efficiently by means of the implicitly restarted Arnol
algorithm@57# with spectral transformation. The interior do
main appears large enough to get the integral~44! fully con-
verged within it. That means we do not need to perform
integration in the complex-rotated exterior domain using
backrotation procedure as in the uniform-complex-scalin
case@46#. This simplifies considerably the calculation of pa
tial rates and angular distributions.

A. One-photon detachment of LiÀ

First, we have performed the calculations of the wea
field one-photon detachment cross section. The results
presented in Fig. 1. For comparison, also shown are the
sults of multichannelR-matrix calculation@58# and experi-
mental data by Kaiseret al. @59#. Surprisingly, this early
nonlaser experiment remains the only one where the d
were obtained for the wide photon energy range between
first and second thresholds. The newer experiments see
concentrate on narrow energy intervals in the vicinity
higher thresholds. The present single-determinant calc
tions cannot reproduce the cusp structure in the vicinity
the second (2p) threshold. With this exception, our resul
are in fair agreement with the more sophisticated multich
nel calculations@58# and with the experiment@59#. Our cal-
culated cross section reaches the maximum of 149.6 M
the photon

FIG. 1. Cross section of one-photon detachment of Li2. The full
curve is for the present calculation; the dashed curve is for
multichannelR-matrix calculation@58#; diamonds are for experi-
ment @59#.
7-8
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TABLE I. Partial and total rates for the multiphoton above-threshold detachment of Li2. The numbers in
brackets indicate the powers of 10.

Laser field Partial rates~a.u.! Total
frequency Number of photons absorbed rates

~a.u.! 2 3 4 ~a.u.! Ree ~a.u.!

Laser field intensity (13109 W/cm2)
0.012 3.90@28# 6.70@210# 3.97@28# 22.296@22#

0.014 4.81@28# 2.77@210# 4.84@28# 22.296@22#

0.016 4.33@28# 1.06@210# 4.34@28# 22.297@22#

0.018 3.08@28# 3.63@211# 3.09@28# 22.297@22#

0.020 1.90@28# 1.21@211# 1.90@28# 22.298@22#

Laser field intensity (131010 W/cm2)
0.012 2.44@26# 7.97@27# 4.39@28# 3.28@26# 22.341@22#

0.014 4.08@26# 2.14@27# 6.84@29# 4.30@26# 22.322@22#

0.016 3.82@26# 9.21@28# 1.40@29# 3.91@26# 22.321@22#

0.018 2.87@26# 3.11@28# 4.07@210# 2.90@26# 22.323@22#

0.020 1.86@26# 1.00@28# 1.67@210# 1.87@26# 22.330@22#
aLaser field intensity (131011 W/cm2)

0.012 7.09@25# 2.06@25# 9.96@25# 22.601@22#

0.014 3.80@25# 1.49@25# 5.60@25# 22.659@22#

0.016 8.02@25# 4.59@25# 8.78@26# 1.36@24# 22.768@22#

0.018 1.41@24# 2.63@25# 3.47@26# 1.71@24# 22.690@22#

0.020 1.40@24# 1.13@25# 1.33@26# 1.53@24# 22.649@22#

aAt the intensity 131011 W/cm2, the two-photon detachment channel is closed for the frequencies 0.01
0.014 a.u. due to ac Stark shift of the quasienergy level and ponderomotive shift of the continuum.
e
t

-
ner-

the
do

ed
1

nt of
energy 0.036 a.u.; the corresponding results of Ref.@58# are
139.9 Mb and 0.035 a.u., respectively.

B. Two-photon dominant, above-threshold detachment of LiÀ

The main part of the present calculations was perform
for the two-photon dominant, above-threshold detachmen
Li2. We have selected a set of photon energies~0.012, 0.014,

FIG. 2. Angular distributions for two-photon detachme
of Li2. The laser field intensity is 13109 W/cm2. The laser field
frequency is~a! 0.012 a.u.,~b! 0.014 a.u.,~c! 0.016 a.u., and~d!
0.020 a.u.
04341
d
of

0.016, 0.018, and 0.020 a.u.! corresponding to the two
photon dominant detachment. For this range of photon e
gies, the second threshold region of Li2 is not approached
even for four-photon above-threshold detachment, so
limitations of the current single-configuration calculations
not affect the results. The calculations have been perform
for the following values of the laser field intensities
3109, 131010, and 131011 W/cm2. We have computed the

FIG. 3. Angular distributions for two-photon detachment
Li2. The laser field intensity is 131010 W/cm2. The laser field
frequency is~a! 0.012 a.u.,~b! 0.014 a.u.,~c! 0.016 a.u., and~d!
0.020 a.u.
7-9
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partial rates for the dominant and above-threshold chan
~electron energy distributions! as well as the angular distri
butions of the outgoing electrons.

The partial and total rates along with the real parts of
2s orbital quasienergy are presented in Table I. Genera
for all intensities used in the calculations, the total deta
ment rates reach the maximum values in the middle of

FIG. 4. Angular distributions for two-photon detachment
Li2. The laser field intensity is 131011 W/cm2. The laser field
frequency is~a! 0.016 a.u.,~b! 0.018 a.u., and~c! 0.020 a.u.
04341
ls

e
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frequency range, decreasing towards the two-photon thr
old on the side of low frequencies and towards the hig
frequencies. With increasing intensity, the contribution of t
above-threshold channels to the total rate becomes more
nificant. For the photon energy 0.012 a.u., which lies close
the two-photon threshold, is in part due to the ac Stark s
of the quasienergy level and ponderomotive shift of the c
tinuum. As the intensity increases to 131010 W/cm2, the
level is shifted even more to the threshold, the two-pho
channel begins closing, and the contribution of the thr
photon detachment becomes very important~about 33% of
the dominant two-photon channel compared to 1.7% at
intensity 13109 W/cm2). When the intensity increases t
131011 W/cm2, the two-photon detachment channel
closed not only at the frequency 0.012 a.u., but also at 0.
a.u.

The influence of the threshold causes dramatic change
the electron angular distributions of the two-photon deta
ment. The distributions are presented in Figs. 2–4 for
intensities 13109, 131010, and 131011 W/cm2, respec-
tively. The angular distribution pattern shown in Fig. 2 r
sembles closely that found in the recent experiment on m
tiphoton detachment of H2 @60#. This is not surprising since
both H2 and Li2 represent a negative ion with a short-ran
interaction between the loosely bound electron and the c
Such atomic systems exhibit similar behavior under the
fluence of the external electromagnetic fields. Our previo
f

2 and
TABLE II. Anisotropy parametersb2l and the mixing coefficientd for the two-photon detachment o
Li2. The numbers in brackets indicate the powers of 10.

Laser field frequency~a.u.!
0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020

Laser field intensity (13109 W/cm2)
b2 27.33@21# 24.98@21# 6.64@21# 1.28 1.63
b4 9.14@22# 1.28 1.80 2.01 2.14
b6 21.81@25# 21.12@23# 21.22@23# 21.38@23# 24.64@23#

b8 2.37@28# 1.39@27# 21.86@26# 26.01@26# 21.45@25#

udu 5.21 1.01 6.56@21# 5.29@21# 4.50@21#

Red 24.93 25.43@21# 21.07@21# 4.79@22# 1.20@21#

Laser field intensity (131010 W/cm2)
b2 26.14@22# 26.57@21# 5.97@21# 1.26 1.65
b4 4.98@24# 1.20 1.73 1.99 2.14
b6 6.81@28# 24.76@23# 1.97@22# 5.69@22# 9.04@22#

b8 3.13@27# 2.11@24# 3.68@24# 1.09@23# 3.79@23#

udu 7.19@11# 1.07 6.99@21# 5.43@21# 4.47@21#

Red 27.13@11# 26.35@21# 21.21@21# 4.52@22# 1.24@21#
aLaser field intensity (131011 W/cm2)

b2 21.33 3.13@21# 1.18
b4 4.01@21# 1.71 1.97
b6 1.49@24# 21.58@23# 6.66@22#

b8 5.04@26# 8.59@24# 27.90@23#

udu 2.33 7.10@21# 5.50@21#

Red 22.22 22.14@21# 2.41@22#

aAt the intensity 131011 W/cm2, the two-photon detachment channel is closed for the frequencies 0.01
0.014 a.u. due to ac Stark shift of the quasienergy level and ponderomotive shift of the continuum.
7-10
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model-potential studies of above-threshold multiphoton
tachment of H2 @23,47# revealed the same features of t
angular distributions and were in good agreement with
experiments at Los Alamos@61# and Denmark@62#. The an-
gular distributions show the interference ofs andd waves in
the detachment amplitude. For sufficiently high frequenc
~0.016, 0.018, and 0.020 a.u. in our calculations!, thed wave
dominates the amplitude, and the angular distributions sh
the pattern as in Fig. 2~c! or in Fig. 2 ~d!. For smaller
frequencies~0.014 and 0.012 a.u.!, the quasienergy level is
brought closer to the threshold and the relative weight of
s wave increases, in accordance with the Wigner thresh
law @63#. One can see it also in Table II where we present
anisotropy parametersb2l and the mixing coefficientd. For
smaller frequencies, the anisotropy parameters bec
smaller and the mixing coefficient increases. Thus at the

FIG. 5. Angular distributions for three-photon above-thresh
detachment of Li2. The laser field intensity is 13109 W/cm2. The
laser field frequency is~a! 0.012 a.u.,~b! 0.014 a.u.,~c! 0.016 a.u.,
and ~d! 0.020 a.u.

FIG. 6. Angular distributions for three-photon above-thresh
detachment of Li2. The laser field intensity is 131010 W/cm2. The
laser field frequency is~a! 0.012 a.u.,~b! 0.014 a.u.,~c! 0.016 a.u.,
and ~d! 0.020 a.u.
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quency 0.020 a.u., only 17% of the electrons are detache
thesstate; 83% being in thed state; whereas at the frequenc
0.012 a.u., the picture is completely reversed, 96% ofs elec-
trons and 4% of d electrons. For the intensity 1
31010 W/cm2 ~Fig. 3!, the angular distributions depend o
the laser field frequency in a similar manner. At the fr
quency 0.012 a.u., the distribution becomes nearly isotro
because larger ac Stark and ponderomotive shifts bring
two-photon detachment channel even closer to the thresh
Only 0.02% of electrons are detached in thed state at this
frequency, others being in thes state. For even higher inten
sity (131011 W/cm2), the two-photon detachment chann
is closed for the frequencies 0.012 and 0.014 a.u., due
large ac Stark and ponderomotive shift of the quasiene
level. The angular distributions pattern~Fig. 4! resembles
that of Fig. 2, but at different photon energies; now deta
ment at the frequency 0.016 a.u apparently takes place in
vicinity of the two-photon threshold.

For the three-photon above-threshold detachment, the
gular distributions do not show dramatic transformatio
when the frequency is scanned in the range correspondin
the two-photon dominant detachment~Figs. 5 and 6!, except
for the highest intensity 131011 W/cm2 ~Fig. 7!. Since at the
lower intensities 13109 and 131010 W/cm2, the threshold
for this channel is not approached for the frequency ra
used in the calculations, only moderate changes can be
in the angular distributions pattern, with the distributio
maximum at 0° (180°), as expected. The anisotropy par
eters for the three-photon detachment~Table III! show sig-
nificant contributions to the detachment amplitude from
angular momenta 1 and 3~coefficientsb2 , b4, andb6) as
can be expected for weak and medium-strong external fie
The contribution of other coefficientsb2l ~which are sup-
posed to vanish within LOPT! increases for higher intensi
ties. The absolute value of the mixing coefficientd generally
increases as the photon energy decreases, again in a
dance with the Wigner threshold law@63#. For example, at

FIG. 7. Angular distributions for three-photon above-thresh
detachment of Li2. The laser field intensity is 131011 W/cm2. The
laser field frequency is~a! 0.012 a.u.,~b! 0.014 a.u.,~c! 0.016 a.u.,
and ~d! 0.020 a.u.
7-11
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TABLE III. Anisotropy parametersb2l and the mixing coefficientd for the three-photon above-thresho
detachment of Li2. The numbers in brackets indicate the powers of 10.

Laser field frequency~a.u.!
0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020

Laser field intensity (13109 W/cm2)
b2 2.97 2.78 2.73 2.44 2.00
b4 2.03 1.96 1.85 1.54 1.24
b6 8.84@21# 1.10 1.05 1.14 1.49
b8 22.24@23# 23.92@23# 27.15@24# 9.28@24# 3.40@23#

b10 1.27@26# 1.91@26# 25.48@27# 24.97@26# 21.73@25#

udu 1.56 1.33 1.38 1.29 1.01
Red 1.01 7.17@21# 7.10@21# 4.67@21# 1.70@21#

Laser field intensity (131010 W/cm2)
b2 3.22 2.76 2.82 2.56 2.12
b4 2.06 1.93 2.10 1.87 1.58
b6 5.14@21# 1.12 1.27 1.33 1.52
b8 26.48@23# 2.94@22# 7.28@22# 21.57@22# 22.00@21#

b10 2.88@25# 3.21@23# 7.80@24# 5.76@24# 1.39@22#

udu 2.21 1.31 1.18 1.13 9.97@21#

Red 2.01 6.87@21# 6.41@21# 5.03@21# 2.89@21#

Laser field intensity (131011 W/cm2)
b2 3.61@21# 3.32 2.51 2.60 2.62
b4 21.67 3.44 1.55 1.90 2.14
b6 5.88@21# 1.94 1.11 1.33 1.59
b8 22.89@22# 28.66@22# 4.42@22# 1.49@22# 8.48@23#

b10 5.61@24# 4.38@24# 23.08@22# 2.12@22# 21.19@22#

udu 2.04 7.51@21# 1.32 1.13 9.51@21#

Red 21.96 7.14@21# 4.95@21# 5.17@21# 4.65@21#
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the intensity 131010 W/cm2 the contributions ofp and f
electrons to the detachment rate constitute, respectively,
and 17% for the photon energy 0.012 a.u.; for the pho
energy 0.020 a.u., the corresponding contributions are
proximately equal to each other, i.e., 50%. The pictu
changes at the highest intensity (131011 W/cm2). The clos-
ing of the two-photon detachment channel for the frequ
cies 0.012 and 0.014 a.u. strongly affects the angular di
butions in the three-photon channel. Just below the tw
photon threshold, at the photon energy 0.014 a.u.,
contribution off electrons significantly increases~they con-
stitute 64% of the total detachment rate compared to 37%
the same frequency and intensity 131010 W/cm2, where the
two-photon channel is still open!. When the frequency be
comes smaller~0.012 a.u.!, the vicinity of the three-photon
threshold is approached, and the general tendency in the
havior of the angular distributions~based on the Wigne
threshold law! is reinstated. The contribution ofp electrons
reaches 81%, approximately that can be observed for
same frequency and intensity 131010 W/cm2. However, the
real parts Red of the mixing coefficient in these two case
have opposite signs, and the angular distributions look v
different @see Figs. 6~a! and 7~a!#.
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In conclusion, we have presented a ECSGPS numer
procedure within the Floquet formulation of TDDFT for ge
eral and accurate calculations of complex-quasienergy r
nances associated with multiphoton above-threshold det
ment of negative ions. As compared with the uniform
complex-scaling methods, the ECSGPS technique prov
more accurate and efficient procedure for the treatmen
complicated potentials such as exchange-correlation po
tials in TDDFT. Application is made to the study of one
photon detachment and two-photon dominant abo
threshold detachment of Li2 ions for a range of lase
frequencies and intensities. Dramatic transformations of
angular distributions in the vicinity of the two-photon thres
old are observed and analyzed in detail.
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